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Abstract—Wi-Fi Direct has been serving a progressively wide
range of applications such as device-to-device file sharing, face-
to-face interactive gaming, and wireless projection. However,
when TCP meets Wi-Fi Direct, we find that two independent
control loops exist, i.e., the transport-layer control loop and
the link-layer control loop. First, these functionally redundant
loops result in spectrum inefficiency. Second, the lack of effective
information interaction between layers results in local optimal.
To tackle these issues, this paper proposes Wi-Fi Direct TCP
(WDTCP), a performant TCP that provides a full protocol design
of the acknowledgment de-redundancy and explicit-capacity-based
congestion control. WDTCP tightly couples the two control
loops by capturing the WiFi Direct’s key feature of one-hop
communication. Evaluation results demonstrate that WDTCP can
maximize bandwidth utilization while keeping low latency. For
instance, compared to legacy TCP, WDTCP improves throughput
by up to 49.2% and reduces average and 95th latency by up to
32.4% and 50.7%, respectively.

Index Terms—Wi-Fi Direct, control loop, congestion control

I. INTRODUCTION

Wi-Fi Direct, a wireless technology that enhances direct
device-to-device communication, has increasingly been used in
recent Internet of Things (IoT) [1, 2] scenarios such as device-
to-device file sharing [3], face-to-face interactive gaming [4],
and wireless projection [5]. Wi-Fi Direct is based on IEEE
802.11 and allows two wireless local area network (WLAN)
devices to establish a direct connection. As a particular case of
WLAN, the main difference with the multi-hop network is that
its transmission requires only one hop without an intermediate
access point (AP) like a router.

The interaction between TCP and multi-hop WLAN is a
well-studied topic [6, 7]. Researchers usually optimize TCP
for wireless scenarios by modifying the end-to-end congestion
control algorithm (CCA) to predict the network condition
accurately. However, in such algorithms, two control loops
exist, i.e., the transport-layer (L4) control loop and the link-
layer (L2) control loop. Firstly, the two control loops suffer
from functional redundancy in terms of feedback control. It
causes similar media access overhead at the MAC. By sharing
the same medium path for ACKs and data packets, frequent
ACKs create competition and collisions, wasting wireless
resources. Although TACK [8, 9] reduces frequency, the
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volume of ACKs remains significant under high bandwidth. In
addition, the lack of practical information interaction between
two loops can only achieve local optimum. For example, CCAs
(Cubic [10], Reno [11], Vegas [12]) that use loss and delay as
congestion signals are challenging to adapt to the transmission
environment of wireless networks. Because these QoS signals
are stale information, they cannot explicitly reflect the wireless
network transmission state.

Therefore, TCP optimization in current wireless scenarios
increasingly tends to adopt the cross-layer ideas [13]. That is,
the MAC layer information (channel quality, rate) is passed
to the transport layer by modifying intermediate nodes (like
AP and base station) to achieve coupling of the transport and
MAC (link) layers (e.g., HACK [14], PBE-CC [15], seen in
section II) for more accurate control. However, implementing
cross-layer optimization for multi-hop WLANs requires modi-
fying intermediate nodes, which are usually uncontrollable for
developers [16].

Fortunately, the one-hop feature of Wi-Fi Direct naturally
supports cross-layer optimization [17]. But existing multi-
hop WLAN cross-layer schemes are still far from satisfactory
for Wi-Fi Direct. For example, HACK [14] suffers from
feedback lag, which might result in inaccurate control. While
PBE-CC [15] is specially customized for cellular network
transmission, it cannot be used for Wi-Fi Direct. Moreover,
TCP transfer usually requires combining two components:
an acknowledgment mechanism and a congestion control.
The acknowledgment mechanism ensures the integrity of data
transmission by retransmitting the lost packets. Congestion
control is to adjust the transmission rate when the link
condition changes, ensuring high link utilization and low
latency. From this perspective, HACK mainly focuses on the
acknowledgment mechanism while PBE-CC mainly focuses
on congestion control.

For a performant TCP over Wi-Fi Direct, this paper pro-
poses WDTCP. WDTCP tightly couples the L4 and L2 control
loops and provides a full protocol design that considers both
acknowledgment mechanisms and congestion control. Specifi-
cally, WDTCP comprises two main components: Acknowledg-
ment De-redundancy (AD) and Explicit-capacity-based Con-
gestion Control (ECC). The former removes ACKs from the
transport layer, reducing competition with data frames for
wireless resources. The latter uses channel capacity, the most
intuitive congestion signal, which enables accurate control.

AD takes advantage of Wi-Fi Direct’s one-hop transmission



and eliminates the need for transport layer acknowledgment
by reusing the BLOCK-ACK (BA) mechanism of the Wi-Fi
MAC protocol. By obtaining lost frames at the MAC layer, the
transport layer directly retransmits the corresponding packets
without requiring additional acknowledgments from this layer.
It reduces medium contention and protocol overhead, provid-
ing high channel utilization.

ECC is a rate-based control strategy instead of a window-
based one, combining a Multiplicative Increase Multiplicative
Decrease (MIMD) scheme and an Additive Increase Additive
Decrease (AIAD) scheme. It can adapt to dynamic changes
in the wireless channel by switching between MIMD and
AIAD. Specifically, the sending rate is multiply adjusted
according to the channel capacity measured at the MAC layer
to ensure faster convergence speed. Meanwhile, to control
the transmission delay, the MAC queue size is monitored
and the rate is linearly adjusted, which ensures low-latency
transmission in the premise of high bandwidth utilization.

Our evaluation shows that WDTCP provides higher through-
put and lower latency over Wi-Fi Direct compared to legacy
TCP. In particular, the average throughput of WDTCP is
49.2% at 160MHz and 36.7% at 80MHz, higher than TCP’s.
These gains in throughput are mainly attributed to AD,
which removes redundant acknowledgment from the L4 layer
and reduces competition for wireless resources. Therefore,
WDTCP makes better utilization of the channel bandwidth.
Additionally, the transmission latency is reduced by 32.4%
on average and is smoother without substantial jitter. It is also
demonstrated that the applications adopting WDTCP converge
faster, even under fluctuating channel changes. This is because
ECC adopts a mixture of the MIMD and AIAD schemes using
physical link capacity, the intuitive congestion control signal,
as the basis for rate adaption.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we talk about related works. Section III describes
current interaction problems between TCP and Wi-Fi Direct
and the importance of optimizing it. Section IV introduces our
proposed solution WDTCP, which optimizes the transmission
process with the characteristics of Wi-Fi Direct. Section V
depicts the key components and how to set corresponding
parameters. Following that, we implement our approach and
perform experiments on throughput, latency and fairness of
WDTCP. Finally, we conclude the paper in section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first overview single-layer and cross-
layer TCP optimizations over multi-hop wireless links. Then
we discuss the research status of TCP optimization over Wi-Fi
Direct.

Single-layer TCP optimization. Existing state-of-art [6, 7,
18, 19] optimize TCP mainly with the help of loss, delay, and
other metrics. They sense the wireless network state through
these QoS signals and adjust the sending rate accordingly.
Verus [18] is an end-to-end congestion control protocol for
wireless cellular networks. It uses delay measurement to
respond quickly to capacity changes without predicting the

channel dynamics in the cellular network. Sprout [19] uses the
packet arrival time measured at the receiver as a congestion
signal to determine network congestion, and the sender uses
probabilistic reasoning to make short-term predictions of the
bottleneck link rate. These strategies have demonstrated a
degree of effectiveness in optimizing LTE, and their appli-
cation can also be extended to multi-hop WLAN scenarios.
However, it is important to acknowledge that these signals
suffer from inherent inaccuracies, resulting in either untimely
rate adjustments or slow convergence.

Cross-layer TCP optimization. To avoid using inaccurate
end-to-end signals, many cross-layer-based optimization pro-
posals [20, 21, 14, 15] have been proposed. For example,
HACK [14] eliminates resource contention by carrying ACKs
at the link layer. Whenever the link layer at the receiver
generates a BA, it writes information about ACKs from the
previous round of TCP into the current BA frame. It avoids
separate transmission of ACKs and significantly improves
media utilization. Nevertheless, the trigger time of link layer
ACKs and transport layer ACKs are asynchronous, which
is likely to cause acknowledgment delay. PBE-CC [15] uses
the channel bandwidth as the basis for speed regulation. By
measuring the bandwidth of the link and tracking changes
in available capacity of the channel, it enables more precise
control over the sender’s rate. But it can only serve cellular net-
works that use resource block allocation [22]. It is worth noting
that WDTCP differs from both HACK and PBE-CC. While the
former solely focuses on acknowledgment mechanisms, the
latter exclusively addresses congestion control considerations.

TCP optimization over Wi-Fi Direct. Compared with
the studies on Wi-Fi Direct that focus on application ser-
vices (e.g., file sharing, interactive gaming, wireless projection
[3, 4, 5]), neighbor discovery [23], or ad-hoc networking
in group communication [24], much fewer studies explore
how the transmission protocol (e.g., TCP) interacts with
WiFi Direct. Among them, Wang [24] presents an intra-
group communication system and constructs an inter-group
bi-directional communication solution using Wi-Fi Direct’s
characteristics. Sun proposes LCR [23], a simple and effective
way to expedite the device discovery procedure. None of
them address the competition for resources due to two control
loops. Fortunately, Wi-Fi Direct’s one-hop feature is a natural
fit for cross-layer optimization of TCP. Without the help of
intermediate nodes, WDTCP can reduce the competition of
acknowledgment mechanisms and enable accurate congestion
control, which provides a complete design opportunity.

III. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Transmission Performance is Far from Satisfactory over
Wi-Fi Direct

Wi-Fi device-to-device communication, also known as Wi-
Fi Direct, is a technology launched by Wi-Fi Alliance [25]
that allows direct connection between two devices based on
the original Wi-Fi technology. It allows users to communicate
one-to-one or one-to-many without the aid of LAN or AP. Wi-
Fi Direct has been serving a progressively wide range of appli-
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Fig. 1: Two control loops in TCP over WLAN.

cations like throughput-intensive device-to-device file sharing
(e.g., Huawei Share [26], Airdrop [27]) or delay-sensitive
face-to-face interactive gaming (e.g., P2P Pong [4]). Recent
years have also witnessed the rapid growth of video-based
applications over Wi-Fi Direct like wireless projection [5],
which demands both high throughput and low latency.

However, the bandwidth provided by TCP for Wi-Fi Direct
is challenging to reach the upper bound of WiFi. It is reported
that [8, 14] with 64-QAM modulation mode and 40MHz
channel width, the physical capacity of IEEE 802.11n can
reach 300Mbps theoretically. The UDP applications based
on it can reach 210Mbps, while TCP can only provide an
ideal throughput of 160Mbps, half of the theoretical value.
Furthermore, there is room for optimization in TCP’s latency
control. According to the experimental Figure 8(b), the tail
latency also performs poorly. The one-way delay reaches a
maximum of 2.5ms for the 95th latency, and Figure 8(c) also
demonstrates that the delay jitter is more evident under a
sending rate of 300 Mbps.

B. TCP Stack is Redundant over Wi-Fi Direct

TCP transmission over Wi-Fi Direct needs to go through
two control loops: the L4 control loop and the L2 control
loop. Take Figure 1 as an example. In the L4 loop, the sender
generates data packets at the transport layer, which are sent to
the channel by the NIC in the form of A-MPDU aggregation.
The receiver NIC receives the aggregated frame and passes it
to the upper layer. Then the transport layer generates ACKs
accordingly and hands them to the NIC, which are also sent
to the sender in the form of A-MPDU. For the L2 loop, it
needs to generate BA for both data and ACKs, respectively.
Two L2 loops are required in a single L4 loop. However,
during the L4 loop when the receiver sends the ACKs, the
channel is occupied. As a result, the sender can only send
the next A-MPDU data frame after receiving the TCP ACKs.
Since the transmission opportunity cannot be obtained in time,
the data frame carrying payload will back off for the next
sending opportunity. In a complete transmission process, many
ACKs will be generated, even accounting for half of the total
number of packets. This increases protocol overload and leads
to longer task completion time.

We demonstrate the redundancy through a set of pre-
experiments. We construct a pair of Wi-Fi Direct nodes where
the sender contains multiple services that initiate requests
according to a Poisson process. TCP Cubic and UDP are tested
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Fig. 2: The redundancy in two control loops

at the nodes, respectively. Figure 2(a) shows the results under
different Modulation Coding Scheme (MCS) [28], where MCS
affects the link capacity. It is easy to see that UDP outperforms
TCP in terms of throughput. Especially under HeMcs11, UDP
is up to 500Mbps higher than TCP. Therefore, without two
control loops, UDP can utilize the link capacity more fully.
However, adopting UDP directly is undesirable. Besides its
unreliability, it lacks rate control and packets are accumulated
in the Wi-Fi MAC queue (shown in Figure 2(b)), leading to
higher latency.

C. End-to-end Congestion Signals are Inaccurate

End-to-end congestion channels do not explicitly reflect
the wireless transmission condition, which makes TCP face
a bottleneck in providing high throughput and low latency in
wireless environments. These signals are QoS data metrics that
do not consider wireless interference. Yet wireless interference
is an outstanding feature of Wi-Fi. This can lead to unexplicit
control of CCAs based on end-to-end congestion signals, with
the following main reasons.
High bit error rate: The wireless network link is a lossy
medium. Due to channel interference, multipath fading and
other reasons, wireless network links have a high bit error
rate compared with traditional wired networks. It will result in
packet damage or loss, causing the sender to initiate congestion
control. From the report [29], if the loss occurs before conges-
tion, loss-based CCAs result in low throughput [30, 31, 32].
Unpredictability of delay: Because mobile users move ran-
domly, the distance from the base station differs, bringing
about different time delays. The unpredictable delay also
affects the accuracy of TCP congestion determination [33].
Fluctuated wireless capacity: Nodes can join and leave the
WLAN at any time, which can bring an increase or decrease in
the available link capacity. The TCP sender is slow to perceive
this situation, and the throughput cannot converge in time [34].

Above are the three main factors that affect TCP CCAs’
judgment, causing low link utilization and slow convergence.

D. Time to Revisit TCP Optimization over Wi-Fi Direct

Unlike WLAN and cellular networks that require multi-
hop propagation, Wi-Fi Direct works only for one-hop trans-
mission, which provides new opportunities for a minimalist
protocol design. In this paper, we revisit TCP optimization
over Wi-Fi Direct in a cross-layer paradigm.

First, instead of providing duplicate acknowledgments in
both the L4 control loop and the L2 control loop, we can
remove one of them by carefully transferring necessary states
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between L4 and L2. For example, in this paper, we remove
all TCP ACK at the L4 and only adopt the L2 acknowledg-
ments. With the feedback from L2, L4 is only responsible for
retransmitting lost packets without sending any TCP ACKs.
This significantly reduces wireless medium access overhead
from L4 ACKs.

Second, instead of using the L4 end-to-end congestion sig-
nals (e.g., delay, loss), we can enable the interaction between
L4 and L2. For example, in this paper, we use the physical
link capacity measured at L2, the most intuitive indicator of
the channel condition, as the basis for L4’s pacing regulation.
Based on this L2 indicator, a specific congestion control can
therefore be carefully designed.

IV. OVERVIEW

As discussed earlier, current TCP-based transmission over
Wi-Fi Direct has two control loops, which suffer from re-
dundant acknowledgment feedback and a lack of practical
information interaction. To address the problem, We optimize
the transmission control protocol from two perspectives. On
the one hand, we remove the need for transport layer’s ACKs
by multiplexing the BAs at the MAC layer. More transferring
opportunities are given to useful payload to improve transmis-
sion throughput. On the other hand, to adapt to fluctuations in
wireless bandwidth, we reconstruct congestion control. Instead
of using signals based on QoS metrics, the current wireless
capacity is measured at the end host to reflect the real-time
channel condition directly. Combining both, we propose a new
optimized design for Wi-Fi Direct—WDTCP.

Figure 3 shows the main components of WDTCP: Ac-
knowledgment De-redundancy (AD) and Explicit-capacity-
based Congestion Control (ECC). The former removes the
acknowledgment mechanism of the transport layer. By reusing
BA information of the MAC layer, we can determine which
frames are successfully received and which are lost. ECC will
notify the transport layer to retransmit corresponding packets
only when the retransmission of the MAC layer still fails. The
module keeps measuring the wireless capacity and reports it to
the transport layer in time. When the changes in capacity are
sensed, the application sending rate is adjusted dynamically.

WDTCP is a cross-layer architecture protocol. We use the
proprietary protocol at the transport layer to reduce channel
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contention as much as possible. Information from the MAC
layer is used to obtain the physical capacity, queue length,
BA, etc., which are notified to the transport layer for packet
retransmission and congestion control. The AD module takes
advantage of one-hop and low loss rate of Wi-Fi P2P scenarios.
By eliminating redundant transport layer acknowledgments
and obtaining information about lost packets through the
MAC layer, the medium competition is significantly reduced
while ensuring reliable transmission. In ECC, multiplication
adjustment can quickly adapt to the changes in the physical
channel. Linear adjustment can provide low delay and make
full use of the wireless channel to avoid under-utilization. It
should be noted that WDTCP can only be used in single-
hop transmission scenarios like Wi-Fi Direct. In the multi-hop
network, the acknowledgements of transport layer’s packets
cannot be delivered to the sender because the MAC layer does
not support IP routing.

V. DESIGN OF WDTCP

A. Acknowledgment De-redundancy

Since WDTCP multiplexes the BA mechanism of the MAC
protocol, we first briefly introduce the acknowledgment pro-
cess of data frames at the MAC layer. On this basis, we
carefully analyze how to apply this process to determine the
packets that need to be retransmitted.

1) Aggregation Acknowledge: In the complete frame trans-
mission process, the transmission efficiency can be improved
by frame aggregation. Accordingly, the traditional regular
ACK can be replaced by BA introduced in 802.11e, which
replies to acknowledgments of multiple frames simultaneously,
thus improving resource utilization.

We use an interactive example to illustrate the aggrega-
tion process in Figure 4. The A-MPDU sent by the client
contains 4 data frames. Assuming that subframe 3 is lost,
the server responds BA for subframes 1, 2 and 4. It buffers
subframe 4 temporarily, waiting for the frame with a smaller
sequence number. After the client parses the BA, it sends
a new aggregate frame containing subframe 3, meanwhile
maintaining a counter for it. When the server receives the
new frame, it reorders these five frames and forwards them
to Logic Link Control (LLC) layer. Then the client receives
ACK for subframe 3 and releases it. However, if the number of
retransmissions reaches the limit or a timeout occurs, subframe
3 will be discarded even if it is not accepted successfully.
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2) Multiplex Block-ACK: WDTCP achieves high through-
put by eliminating the transport layer acknowledgment mech-
anism and utilizing the MAC layer’s BA. Upon receiving
the BA, the client can determine which frames have been
successfully accepted and which ones require retransmission.
Frames in need of retransmission are placed in a retry queue,
and a counter and a timer are initiated for each frame. If
the corresponding ACK is successfully received after the re-
transmission, the retransmitted frame is considered successful.
Otherwise, it is sent again until the retry count reaches the limit
or times out. As for the packet that needs to be retransmitted,
the failed frame can be detected locally and the sequence
number or ID of the packet corresponding to the frame is
notified to the transport layer. The transport layer retains the
packets to be acknowledged until it receives the retransmitting
signal or times out. We still take Figure 4 as an example to
illustrate this process:

Assuming that the channel condition is poor for some time,
both subframes 3 and 4 are lost, but the retransmission of
subframe 3 is successful, while 4 fails. Then the client’s MAC
layer continues to retransmit subframe 4, and the ACK of it
is still not received after a period of time. At this time, the
maximum number of retransmissions has been reached, and
the client decides to drop it. At this point, we need to send the
packet sequence number corresponding to subframe 4 to the
transport layer to inform it of retransmitting. We suppose that
the sequence number of the corresponding packet is x. When
the transport layer receives the sequence number x, it knows
that the previous packets have been successfully accepted, so
it can drop x−1, x−2, ..., x−m packets, as shown in Figure 5.
Then the packet x is retransmitted, the MAC layer receives it
and sends out a new frame containing it. Now the channel is
good and the frame is received successfully.

However, it is essential to note that if there is no frame loss,
does the transport layer need to cache the sent packets all the
time? Keeping all packets is not practical for memory [35].
Therefore we can set a t+ ϵ based on the MAC layer timeout
time t. When this time is exceeded, the transport layer can drop
the packet. Figure 5 also shows that except for packets x −
m ∼ x− 1 dropped due to receipt of retransmission sequence
number x, packets 1 ∼ x−m− 1 have been dropped due to
timeout before. This ensures that packets to be retransmitted
are still cached even after MAC layer timeouts, while packets
transmitted successfully at the MAC layer can wait for t+ϵ and
then be dropped without concern. The whole process above is
simply shown in the first procedure of Algorithm 1.

We now discuss how to obtain the above parameters. The
number of retransmissions for a given MSDU is limited, and
the frame would be dropped if it reaches the limit [36]. IEEE

802.11 standard proposes the value 7 for the retry number. In
the other case, it will also be discarded when the frame stays
in the retransmission queue for more than a certain threshold
dotLifetime [37]. 802.11n specifies 500ms for it, which can
also be obtained from the device. Therefore, the transport layer
needs to set the time to keep each packet as dotLifetime+
ϵ, ensuring that after the MAC layer loses the frame due to
timeout, the transmission layer still retains the corresponding
packet for retransmission.

Algorithm 1 WDTCP protocol process
FA: the lost data frame.
S: the packet set buffered in transport layer.
BA: most recently received BLOCK-ACK.

1: procedure RETRY(FA) ▷ Retransmit the lost frame
2: MAC Layer retransmit first
3: if Retry still fail then
4: Parse packet number x corresponding FA
5: Upper Layer retransmit packet x
6: Update buffer packet Set S
7: Discard successfully accepted packets
8: procedure Frate(BA) ▷ Calculate new rate
9: Parse BA frame

10: Measure rtt
11: Calculate current capacity Ccurr

12: Rcurr ← Ccurr

Clast
∗Rlast

13: if qlen < a then
14: β ← (a−qlen)

rtt
15: Rcurr ← Rcurr + β
16: else if qlen > b then
17: β ← (qlen−b)

rtt
18: Rcurr ← Rcurr − β

19: Update a, b according to Ccurr and rtt
20: Rlast ← Rcurr

21: Clast ← Ccurr

B. Explicit-capacity-based Congestion Control
In this subsection, we introduce rate-based congestion con-

trol. By modeling the data transmission process, we illustrate
the relationship between the sending rate and the channel
capacity and how to calculate the capacity. ECC dynamically
adjusts the sending rate by multiplicative and linear means.

1) Capacity Model: There is a gap between the trans-
mission rate of the physical layer and the actual application
rate [38, 39]. After data packets reach the MAC layer, they
will not be delivered to the channel immediately. Instead,
they have to go through the process as shown in Figure 6,
including MPDU encapsulation, DIFS and backoff waiting.
Nevertheless, only the MSDU containing packets reflects
actual application throughput, and the rest can be treated as
MAC’s overhead.

We can consider approximately that throughput ≈
tmsdu

tmsdu+toverhead
∗ capacity. If an aggregation mechanism like

A-MPDU is adopted, the efficiency would be improved, at-
tributing that more MSDUs can be included in a single frame.
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Many factors, especially modulation mode, influence wireless
capacity. We take the most widely used one, OFDM, as a
representative to illustrate wireless capacity. It calculates the
capacity (C) according to the following formula [40].

C = (Nsubcarrier ∗Bit ∗ µ)/Tsymbol ∗Nstream (1)

where Nsubcarrier refers to the number of subcarriers. OFDM
uses orthogonal subcarriers, decomposing the whole wireless
channel into many subcarriers. Each subcarrier can carry
Bit bits data for one transmission, and µ determines the
coding bitrate to avoid frame fault. We can simply understand
the bitrate as transmission redundancy. For example, when
µ = 1/2, it transmits one-bit data twice to provide backup for
the corrupted packets. Bit and µ both depend on MCS, which
would vary with the channel environment. Actually, a physical
frame consists of many symbols. MCS determines how much
payload a symbol can carry, and each subcarrier sends symbols
every Tsymbol microseconds. The symbol period is fixed for
each Wi-Fi standard. In addition, antennas are introduced in
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) to enhance perfor-
mance. The number Nstream of antennas affects the physical
rate proportionally. Together, all the above factors affect the
wireless capacity complying with Equation (1).

2) Adaptive Adjustment: WDTCP senses the state of the
physical channel bandwidth based on the measured wireless
capacity. The sender can detect Bit and µ by decoding the
SIGNAL field of Preamble header [41], and then calculate
the current capacity (Ccurr) according to Equation (1). After
passing Ccurr to the transport layer, it is compared with the
last obtained capacity Clast. The ratio α of the change is
calculated (α = Ccurr

Clast
) and the newest rate Rnew = α∗Rlast,

Rlast is the last sending rate. Thus the application rate is
adjusted in proportion to the change in the physical capacity.

However, the multiplicity adjustment is coarse-grained after
all. For higher channel utilization and lower latency, we
also fine-tune it through AIAD. Specifically, data packets are
queued at the MAC layer before being sent to the wireless
channel, later sent in the form of aggregation. Therefore, the
MAC queue starts to build up. We must keep the queue length
in a reasonable range. Too low a queue length will not fully
utilize the channel, hence throughput is affected. While too
high a queue length will result in higher latency. This is
because the number of data packets aggregated at one time
is limited. If there are too many data packets in the queue,
some packets will not be sent out in the current round. They
will wait longer in the queue, leading to increased latency.

We tentatively assume that the reasonable interval of the
queue length is [a, b]. When the real-time queue length of less
than a is detected, it will linearly increase from the original
rate. When the length is larger than b, it will decrease linearly.

The transmission delay and queue length determine the degree
of linear change, which will be illustrated in the following
subsection. As for regulating the transmission rate, we can
control the number of bytes sent per unit of time or the sending
interval of each packet. The pseudo-code of control algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 1 (the second procedure).

From the above process, if the channel conditions are
relatively stable, the pacing rate will not change significantly,
and the MAC queue length will remain in a reasonable range.
Once the channel condition changes, WDTCP senses it quickly
and adjusts the rate to a fair share of the bandwidth.

3) Parameter Analysis: We now establish a multi-pair
device coexistence model to analyze the state transition of
WDTCP. Considering that there are n pairs of devices sharing
Wi-Fi channels, according to the OFDM frequency division
multiplexing mechanism [42], only one pair of nodes can
communicate at each time. The channel access is probed
before transmitting. If the channel is busy at this time, it will
back off following CSMA/CA rule. As mentioned earlier in
section III, the backoff time caused by unsuccessful attempts
is multiplied by 2. Thus the chance of successfully gaining
access to the channel is inversely proportional to the number
of competing nodes. Suppose that the nth pair of nodes stops
using the channel at this point, 1/n of the channel accesses are
released and distributed equally to the remaining n-1 pairs of
nodes. Without losing generality, we think the average backoff
time of the first pair decreases from bf1 to bf2, where bf1 and
bf2 satisfy the following relationship.

bf2 =
n− 1

n
∗ bf1 (2)

To make full use of the free bandwidth left by the node
withdrawal, the Wi-Fi MAC queue must contain at least qmin

bytes at this time.

qmin = a =

(
bf1
bf2
− 1

)
∗BDP (3)

BDP = Ccurr ∗ rtt (4)

where BDP is channel capacity-delay product. Too many
packets stored in the queue will cause accumulation. Accord-
ing to the aggregation principle, at most Aggmax bytes of data
can be aggregated at one time. Aggmax is approximately 8K in
A-MSDU, 64K in A-MPDU. Therefore, the maximum queue
length qmax (b) is set to Aggmax to prevent excessive data
packets from not being sent and incurring a long dwell time.

AIAD is a linear fine-tuning to allow the application rate
to match the physical bandwidth fully. Based on the delay of
data frames in one transmission, we have

rtt = tDIFS + tbackoff + tSIFS + tdata + tack (5)



β =
δqlen
rtt

(6)

δqlen =


a− qlen qlen < a

0 a ≤ qlen ≤ b

qlen − b b < qlen

(7)

We can refer to Figure 6 to know the meaning of each
notation about time, except for tdata and tack are the time
of data frame and ACK transmission respectively. When the
queue length (qlen) is not in that range, we need to adjust the
rate linearly at step of β to bridge the gap with the normal
queue length quickly. Specially, if qlen is less than a, we
increase sending rate by β. Otherwise, the rate is decreased
by β according to (6) and (7).

As for the initial sending rate, we cancel the slow start and
use a higher rate as the initial speed. Even if the initial rate
does not match η ∗ C, we can detect this state by the queue
length and then adjust the rate to a suitable range in a short
time. By probing the queue, WDTCP can utilize the channel
bandwidth more quickly. The results in section VI show
that WDTCP can make full use of the remaining bandwidth
immediately and keep the delay at a low value.

VI. EVALUATION

First of all, we note that the current work is still in
the verification stage, primarily due to the absence of pro-
grammable chips on the mobile side that meet the performance
requirements. We firmly believe that further experimentation
is necessary for comprehensive verification, including deploy-
ment on mobile NICs. However, we consider this aspect as
part of our future work and leave it for further investigation.
In this paper, we implemented WDTCP on the ns-3 platform
instead. The MAC layer obeys IEEE 802.11 standard and the
transport layer adds rate control logic based on raw socket.

The MAC layer is the main region to obtain effective
information. When the corresponding BA is received, the
packet is parsed to obtain the SIGNAL field (mentioned in
section V). Then the current physical capacity C is calculated
following Equation (1). Subtracting the time when the frame
is sent from the current receiving time can obtain the frame
round-trip delay rtt. A trigger function is set to record the
current backoff time whenever the competition for the wireless
channel is successful. In addition, there are two monitoring
processes that monitor the MAC queue length and the packet’s
status in the retransmission queue. When the queue length is
outside the range, calculate β by Equation (6) and immediately
notify the transport layer of linear speed regulation.

We focus on evaluating the performance of WDTCP and
comparing it with the legacy TCP. Due to space limitations,
in order to show each assessment metric in detail, we only
use Cubic [10] algorithm in the previous experiments. In the
last subsection, we compare with other algorithms, such as
BBR [43], NewReno [11], and Vegas [12]. The Wi-Fi standard
used in our experiments is the latest 802.11ax, with two
antennas supported. The other settings will be tailored to the
specific experiment. Four critical aspects are evaluated:
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Fig. 7: Throughput under different packet loss.

Key performance. We firstly test the most important per-
formance metrics, including throughput and latency under
different loss and load.
In-depth understanding. WDTCP’s adaptability to Wi-Fi
changes relies on good convergence, and the complete design
comprising AD and ECC ensures high performance.
Bandwidth fairness. Although WDTCP adjusts speed in a
more aggressive way to make full use of channel bandwidth,
it does not generate malicious competition.
Comparison with other schemes. We compare it with UDP
and other TCP CCAs respectively to extensively prove the
advantages of WDTCP in different scenarios.

A. Key Performance

The first step is to verify that the customized protocol
WDTCP can achieve high throughput and low latency, which
are the most critical metrics for application requirements
(see section III). According to the literature [44], it is noted
that Peer-to-Peer (P2P) scenarios have at most 5% packet
loss at close range. Therefore, apart from regular lossless
communication, we also explore the throughput variation when
the packet loss rate is from 0 to 10%.

For the throughput test, We have carried out experiments on
the frequency width of 80MHz and 160MHz under one pair
nodes respectively and explored the change of throughput in
the case of packet loss. The results are shown in Figure 7.
It can be seen that under 160MHz, the maximum throughput
with WDTCP protocol can reach 1160Mbps, while TCP’s is
only 790Mbps, a 49.2% improvement of WDTCP over TCP.
Under 80MHz, WDTCP improves 36.7% over TCP. This is
mainly because WDTCP removes redundant transport layer
ACKs, which reduces competition for wireless resources and
leaves more space for payload transmission.

In the presence of packet loss, when the packet loss rate
is less than 1%, the throughput of both does not drop sig-
nificantly, mainly benefiting from the retransmission of the
MAC layer. However, when the packet loss rate is 1%∼10%,
both throughputs have a different degree of decline. This is
because the transmission layer of WDTCP and TCP both need
to retransmit the lost packets, resulting in some overhead.
Nevertheless, WDTCP can still maintain a high throughput
of 1020 Mbps when the packet loss rate is 10%.

Based on the above results, we compare the variation of
the throughput loss rate with packet loss for WDTCP and
TCP, respectively. Namely, each throughput is compared only
with the relative value of its protocol throughput to guarantee
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Fig. 8: Throughput loss and delay comparison between TCP and WDTCP

fairness. From Figure 8(a), the throughput loss rate starts to
increase when the packet loss rate exceeds 1%. Still, the loss
rate of WDTCP is lower than TCP’s, and the improvement is
more pronounced as the packet loss rate increases. The higher
loss rate of TCP is because its retransmission is based on the
ACK signal from the transport layer at the receiver, which
has a high overhead. Compared with WDTCP, the reaction
is slower. This experiment proves that WDTCP is tolerant of
channel packet loss, and the protocol is robust.

Next, we add 8 senders and make requests to the same
receiver with different network loads. We evaluate the packet
one-way delay of TCP and WDTCP. We have measured
the average and 95 percentile delay for both under different
application sending rates. As seen in Figure 8(b), WDTCP
is lower than TCP for each type of latency comparison.
Specifically, WDTCP reduces the average latency compared
to TCP by 32.4% and 95th latency by 50.7% on average. The
reason why WDTCP can provide lower latency is that it avoids
packet accumulation by controlling the MAC queue length. In
contrast, TCP’s congestion control generates stacking at the
transport and MAC layers, resulting in higher latency.

To explore the jitter, we test the packet delay-timing se-
quence when the sending rate is 300Mbps. Figure 8(c) shows
that the latency of WDTCP fluctuates within 1ms. Neverthe-
less, TCP has many abrupt changes, even up to 3.5ms, which
is unfriendly, especially for applications with low tail latency
requirements. It proves that WDTCP is smoother, while TCP
has higher delay fluctuations due to queuing and bursting.

B. Deep dive into WDTCP

1) Convergence speed: Through rate-based adaptation, the
application sending rate of WDTCP can match the physical
channel bandwidth. To simulate the drastic changes in the
channel, we change MCS every 0.5s and run the experiment
for 8s. Dynamically changing MCS is also the way many
applications nowadays adapt to the channel condition [45].
We still conduct this test based on the above device-to-device
scenario with a frequency width of 160MHz.

Figure 9(a) shows the application throughput of WDTCP
and TCP in the case of drastic changes in channel capacity,
where the channel capacity (remarked by yellow) is the
maximum theoretical value described in section V. It is easy
to see that WDTCP can converge faster and maintain a higher
throughput. TCP, on the other hand, converges slowly and
has more significant fluctuations in application throughput. In
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Fig. 9: (a) When the channel changes drastically, WDTCP can
converge quickly. (b) AD and ECC work together to obtain
high throughput and low latency.

0∼8s, we take every 0.5 seconds as a time interval. It is not
difficult to see that the throughput of WDTCP within each
interval is also more stable than that of TCP. The reason behind
these gains is that WDTCP is directly tuned to the physical
channel capacity, which is more timely than indirect metrics
such as RTT used by Cubic. Moreover, the linear adjustment
also makes WDTCP’s throughput more stable.

2) Complete design: As described in section III, the collab-
oration of acknowledgment mechanism and congestion control
is necessary for a complete protocol design. To demonstrate
the need for both AD and ECC, we perform ablation exper-
iments for each module. Figure 9(b) illustrates the results.
With the presence of AD only, we eliminate redundant loops,
which greatly improve the throughput. However, the average
latency is higher due to the lack of rate control. Conversely,
with ECC only present, it guarantees a shorter queue. But re-
peated acknowledgments increase the protocol stack overhead.
Combining AD and ECC, WDTCP achieves high throughput
and low latency. It demonstrates the importance of cooperation
between two modules.

C. Bandwidth Fairness

We conduct the following experiments to demonstrate that
WDTCP’s rate adjustment does not negatively affect fairness.
Three pairs of communication devices with similar propaga-
tion delays are tested. Each pair of communication devices
joins at different times, sharing the channel bandwidth.

Figure 10(a) shows that when the second pair of nodes join,
they and the first pair can quickly achieve equal throughput.
When the second pair ends communicating, the first can also
ramp up free bandwidth quickly. The joining and leaving of
the third pair also present a similar result. Jain’s fairness in-
dex [46] is 99.72% and 99.41% with two and three concurrent
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Fig. 10: Fairness between TCP and WDTCP.

flows (100% is ideal), respectively, proving that WDTCP can
share bandwidth fairly without affecting other nodes. Because
CSMA/CA ensures that each pair has equal access to the
channel, WDTCP can quickly adjust the rate fairly and ramp
up when there is free bandwidth.

A common requirement for new congestion control schemes
is sharing the available bandwidth fairly with existing CCAs.
So we explore fairness when coexisting with devices using
TCP. Figure 10(b) shows that the throughput is 1030 Mbps
when only one pair of WDTCP nodes exists. After a pair of
TCP nodes join at 2.5s, WDTCP can reach a fair share of
about 501 Mbps, while TCP can only reach about 350 Mbps.
Under the same conditions, we also explore a case of two pairs
of WDTCP nodes sharing the channel. In Figure 10(c), both
pairs can achieve equal throughput when the second pair joins,
and their throughput is about 500 Mbps. From figures 10(b)
and 10(c), WDTCP can make full use of the bandwidth of
the fair share, while TCP’s utilization for the wireless channel
is low. The main reason why TCP does not achieve higher
throughput is the redundancy of its protocol stack, not that
WDTCP takes up more channel access opportunities.

D. Comprehensive Assessment

To fully prove good performance WDTCP brings, we also
compare it with other schemes in complex scenarios.

1) WDTCP vs. UDP: Intuitively, using UDP will naturally
save double-loop overhead, but it tends to cause packets to
queue at the source when the link load is high. Figure 11
shows the results of the comparison with UDP, where we
examine the performance of both under high load. In terms
of throughput, our scheme has a slight disadvantage, e.g.,
WDTCP’s throughput is just 92 Mbps lower than UDP’s when
the load is 0.9. This is due to the fact that our retransmission
and speed control consume some transmission resources. But
the improvement of WDTCP on latency is significant. WDTCP
improves up to 42.3% (1532us for WDTCP, 2655us for UDP
at 0.9 load) for the 95th delay. For average delay, WDTCP
improves up to 31.1% (907us for WDTCP, 1316us for UDP
at 0.9 load). In summary, WDTCP can significantly reduce
latency compared to UDP, with a negligible throughput loss.

2) WDTCP vs. other TCP CCAs: To extensively evaluate
the performance of WDTCP, we conduct separate tests in
multiple scenarios and compare them with three other TCP
CCAs: Vegas, NewReno, and BBR. Firstly, we increase the
number of communicating node pairs. More communicating
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Fig. 12: Performance comparison with other CCAs

nodes increase the competition for physical links so the send-
ing opportunities for each pair will be reduced proportionally.
The results can be seen in Fig 12(a). TCP-NewReno and
WDTCP achieve similar results (Up to 15% difference under
4 pairs), with lower average delay than BBR and Vegas. More
communicating nodes will increase channel competition and
WDTCP can quickly sense the channel changes.

Next, we evaluate the loss tolerance. We drop packets at a
3% loss rate and test the performance under different link
capabilities. Figure 12(b) shows using WDTCP can obtain
high throughput (Up to 53% higher than NewReno under
HeMcs11). The reason why BBR obtains poor performance
is that it hardly estimates the bandwidth accurately in a weak
network environment. We also compare it with the state-
of-the-art scheme TACK [8]. In the same test scenario, the
throughput of WDTCP is 743Mbps, which is 33.6% higher
than TACK (556Mbps). Although TACK has reduced the
number of ACKs, overhead still exists under high throughput.

VII. CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
give a full protocol design of cross-layer transmission control
over Wi-Fi Direct. We propose WDTCP, which works in a
cross-layer paradigm and tightly couples the transport and
link layers via the AD and ECC components. Our evaluation
results demonstrate that WDTCP significantly improves data



throughput, which can be attributed to the design of AD.
Meanwhile, WDTCP still achieves low-latency transmission.
This can be attributed to the design of ECC. WDTCP shows
potential in the one-hop WLAN scenarios.
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